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We perform a detailed study of the effect of finite bias
and magnetic field on the tunneling-induced decay of
the state of a quantum dot by applying a recently discovered general duality [PRB 93, 81411 (2016)]. This
duality provides deep physical insight into the decay dynamics of electronic open quantum systems with strong
Coulomb interaction. It associates the amplitudes of decay eigenmodes of the actual system to the eigenmodes
of a so-called dual system with attractive interaction.
Thereby, it predicts many surprising features in the transient transport and its dependence on experimental control parameters: the attractive interaction of the dual
model shows up as sharp features in the amplitudes of
measurable time-dependent currents through

the actual repulsive system. In particular, for interacting
quantum dots, the time-dependent heat current exhibits
a decay mode that dissipates the interaction energy and
that is tied to the fermion parity of the system. We show
that its decay amplitude has an unexpected gate-voltage
dependence that is robust up to sizable bias voltages and
then bifurcates, reflecting that the Coulomb blockade is
lifted in the dual system. Furthermore, combining our
duality relation with the known Iche-duality, we derive
new symmetry properties of the decay rates as a function
of magnetic field and gate voltage. Finally, we quantify
charge- and spin-mode mixing due to the magnetic field
using a single mixing parameter.
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1 Introduction The last decades have seen impressive advances in the miniaturization of electronic devices, reaching device sizes on the molecular scale. To
develop new functionalities that benefit from this strong
size-confinement, the understanding and control of the
single- and few-electron effects governing the nanoscale
play a key role. In recent years, low-temperature experiments on nanoscale electronic devices have demonstrated
the ability to manipulate single electrons, as reviewed in,
e.g., Ref. [1]. To make such setups useful for applications,
it is typically required that an external agent operates the
system in a time-dependent manner. The speed at which
these operations can be performed crucially depends on
the various relaxation times of the system, i.e., the charac-

teristic times for the system to make a transition between
different quantum states.
Thus, the study of these times is of great importance
for future developments in nanoelectronics. In particular,
it is necessary to understand how they enter measurable
quantities – most importantly time-dependent charge, spin
and heat currents – and how they depend on the device
specifics, external control parameters, and non-equilibrium
conditions. This knowledge yields a direct input for a better characterization of present, and enhanced design of future nanosystems intended for electronic and spintronic applications. It also includes an improved control over inevitable heating effects due to the time-dependent operation.
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Experimentally, the time scales of charge emission and
absorption on the single-electron level have been studied
in various single- and multiple quantum dot setups [2,
3,4]. The emission and reabsorption of single-spin currents has been experimentally implemented, using surface
acoustic waves for single-electron control [5]. Recently,
the energy-resolved current out of a quantum dot in response to a rapidly modulated confining potential inducing
clock-controlled emission of one or two electrons has been
measured [6, 7]. With new techniques being developed for,
e.g., fast thermometry [8], also the time-resolved detection of heat currents carried by single electrons is coming
within reach.
In highly confined electronic systems such as the ones
mentioned above, the spacing between energy levels can
typically be much larger than the energy scales set by temperature, bias, and driving parameters such as gate voltages
and magnetic fields. This confinement on the one hand simplifies matters, as it is often a good approximation to model
a generic small quantum device as a few-level quantum
dot tunnel coupled to electronic reservoirs. On the other
hand, the smaller size also increases the Coulomb interaction strength between electrons occupying the quantum
dot. This makes the interaction an equally important ingredient for an experimentally relevant model. Finally, the
coupling between quantum system and electronic reservoirs is often small compared to temperature and bias.
This regime of weak coupling is particularly interesting for
the purpose of single- and few-electron control considered
here: the weak coupling ensures that as long as electrons
are inside the electronic device, they are affected mainly
by local and well tunable control parameters, and less by
the environment.
Theoretically analyzing the time evolution due to a
change of control parameters of the device is a challenging
task. The problem is that even the simple model systems
discussed here are nevertheless interacting and open manybody quantum systems. Furthermore, they are generally
not in equilibrium with the external electronic reservoirs
to which they couple. Within a systematic approach to
tackle these problems, we have recently put forward a
new nontrivial property of kinetic equations governing
the density operator of open fermion systems prepared
in an initially nonstationary state. This property takes the
form of a duality relation that generalizes the hermiticity
of time-evolution generators for closed systems to those
generating nonunitary open-system evolution [9]. The duality has a broad validity regime, applying to a large class
of fermionic quantum systems, which can possibly be
strongly coupled to external fermionic reservoirs and exhibit memory effects. Its usefulness consists in technical
advantages for the calculation of relaxation properties –
decay modes, amplitudes, and relaxation times – as well
as in the physical intuition that the duality establishes for
these properties and their origins. While the general duality relation has a complicated form, it becomes particularly
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simple and insightful for weakly coupled quantum systems
of interest here. For such systems, the kinetic equation simplifies to a Born-Markov master equation [10], for which
the duality relation in particular sheds light on the physics
of the “fermion-parity” decay mode. This mode was only
recently noted [11, 12, 13, 14], despite many previous studies of the underlying simple master equation. By now, it
has been shown to be responsible for unexpected features
of the time-resolved heat current emitted from a driven
interacting quantum dot in contact with a single electronic
reservoir [9].
In this paper, we first extensively review the duality
relation in the Born-Markov limit in Sec. 2. In section 3,
we then extend the application of this duality relation beyond the scope of Ref. [9] by studying the impact of two
voltage-biased leads, and of an externally applied magnetic field. We find also for this quite general case that the
relaxation behavior of a quantum dot subject to electron
tunneling induced by a sudden parameter change exhibits
a remarkable robustness of the fermion-parity mode. Furthermore, we combine the duality relation with the known
Iche-duality [15] to derive a new symmetry of the relaxation mechanism in a magnetic field. We also discuss experimentally relevant protocols for the study of the impact
of the magnetic field on the decay behavior and show that
this can be characterized by a single mode-mixing parameter. Section 4 finally discusses further extensions and future
directions.
2 Duality relation for open electronic systems
2.1 General framework To introduce the duality re-

lation in a clear way, we must first review the open-system
formulation of the dynamics of electronic devices. The system of interest is a single-electron control device that forms
an open subsystem of a larger, closed system which also
includes electronic leads used to access the subsystem via
tunnel coupling. The quantum state of the total closed system evolves unitarily from an initial state ρtot
0 as
tot

+iH
ρtot (t) = e−iH t ρtot
0 e

tot

t

(1)

(we set ~ = e = kB = 1), governed by a Hamiltonian
H tot = H + H lead + H tun .

(2)

This total Hamiltonian includes an arbitrary electronic
Hamiltonian H for the subsystem, an effectively noninteracting lead Hamiltonian
X
H lead =
rσn (k)c†rkσn crkσn ,
(3)
r,k,σ,n

where c† (c) create (annihilate) electrons in the energy
bands rσn (k) depending on the orbital index k, lead r,
spin σ =↑, ↓ and band index n. Finally, we assume a
bilinear lead-system electron tunneling Hamiltonian
X
H tun =
τrnlσ (k)c†rkσn dlσ + H.c. .
(4)
r,k,σ,n,l
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The latter contains the overlaps τrnlσ (k) between the energy bands in the leads and the single-particle states l, σ
defining the subsystem. The operators d†lσ and dlσ create
and annihilate electrons in these states. We allow for spindependent tunneling, which conserves the component (σ)
along one fixed axis (e.g., an external magnetic field).
Relaxation of electronic open systems While
Eqs. (1)-(4) in principle completely characterize the unitary time evolution of the highly complex total system,
our focus is only on the time-dependent properties of the
open subsystem. These are encoded in the reduced density operator, obtained by taking the partial trace over the
reservoir degrees of freedom: ρ(t) = Trlead ρtot (t). This
subsystem quantum state evolves nonunitarily, since the
tunnel coupling causes ρ(t) to decay to a stationary-state
or zero-mode operator z := limt→∞ ρ(t). Physically understanding this nonunitary decay in electronic devices in
terms of decay modes and their decay rates is the central
topic of this article.
To obtain ρ(t) in practice, one commonly first derives a kinetic or generalized master equation [16, 17, 18,
19, 20, 21, 22]. Modeling the leads as reservoirs that are
initially each in a grand-canonical equilibrium state contained in ρlead
0 , and furthermore assuming no initial systemlead
environment correlations, ρtot
0 = ρ0 · ρ0 , the relaxation
dynamics for any time t > 0 is described
R t by the quantum
kinetic equation ∂t ρ(t) = −iLρ(t) + 0 dt0 W(t − t0 )ρ(t0 ).
The Liouvillian L = [H, •], the commutator with the
subsystem Hamiltonian H, by itself generates unitary dynamics; the kernel W(t − t0 ) accounts for the effects of
coupling between system and leads via tunneling, resulting in nonunitary evolution. This coupling in principle also
gives rise to time-nonlocal, non-Markovian dynamics [10,
23, 24], as the environment acts as a memory for the open
system. In this work, we focus on weakly coupled systems,
for which the typical tunneling times set by H tun and H lead
are large compared to the typical memory times set by
the lead temperatures Tr . For such setups, one can expand
the coupling kernel W up to the leading (quadratic) order
in the tunneling H tun , W ≈ W2 , and furthermore neglect
non-Markovian effects, leading to the Born-Markov master
equation
Z
∂t ρ(t) = W ρ(t) ,

W = lim

η&0

∞

dtW2 (t)e−ηt . (5)

0

In writing Eq. (5), we restrict our attention1 to situations
for which only occupations of the subsystem energy (H)
eigenstates matters. For the part of ρ(t) that describes this,
we have Lρ(t) = [H, ρ(t)] = 0, i.e., we can drop L.
Comparing open and closed system dynamics
Given an initial condition ρ0 , the solution to Eq. (5) has the
same exponential form as for closed systems, ρclosed (t) =
1
Ref. [25] extends the present discussion to include the coherent dynamics neglected here.

3

, but with the coupling kernel W generating the
e−iLt ρclosed
0
time evolution
ρ(t) = eW t ρ0 .

(6)

While formally similar, the decisive difference between
closed and open systems is that L generates unitary, and
W nonunitary dynamics. As illustrated more precisely below, the fact that unitarity dictates L to be hermitian allows
for the systematic and intuitive physical description of time
evolution in arbitrary closed systems that we are accustomed to. For the nonunitary evolution due to W , few such
general relations are known. The duality discussed here is,
to our knowledge, the most basic relation onto which a similarly systematic approach to describing dissipative open
system dynamics in a non-equilibrium setup can be based.
To formulate the duality clearly, we need some more
suitable notation. Realizing that the set of operators acting on the Hilbert space of the open system forms a vector space – the so-called Liouville space – we denote [10,
13, 9] an operator x as a “ket” vector |x) = x. Via the
Hilbert-Schmidt scalar product, we can let a vector |x)
act on another vector |•) to yield a number: with • denoting an operator argument, we define a “bra” or covector (x|• = Tr[x† •]. For superoperators A, such as W or
−iL, the Liouville-space hermitian conjugate with respect
to this scalar product is then defined as usual: (x|A† |y) :=
(y|A|x)∗ . In this sense, a rounded bra can also be understood as the Liouville-adjoint of the ket |x), i.e., (x| =
†
[|x)] . Using this notation, any time evolution kernel can
be
P expanded in terms of bra and ket basis vectors: A =
ij Aij |xi )(xj |.
To become more familiar with this formulation, we
now first use it for the case of unitary closed-system evolution, A = −iL = −i[H, •]. For this case, L is hermitian,
L† = L, implying real eigenvalues. If we denote by |Ei i
the many-particle energy eigenstates of the system Hamiltonian H with energy Ei , then the eigenvalues of L are
all possible differences Ei − Ej ∈ R. The corresponding
right eigenvectors are |Eij ) := |Ei ihEj |. Importantly, the
hermiticity of L now dictates that the left and right eigenvectors of L to the same eigenvalue Ei − Ej are Liouvillespace adjoints. Using this property, we recover the wellknown state evolution in the energy eigenbasis of a closed
quantum system: with (Eij |ρ0 ) = hEi |ρ0 |Ej i, one finds
X
|ρ(t)) = e−iLt |ρ0 ) =
(Eij |ρ0 ) · e−i(Ei −Ej )t |Eij ).
ij

(7)
If the state was prepared in a mixture (no coherent superpositions), all oscillating terms i 6= j are zero, and the
remaining i = j terms do not evolve. Most important in
our context is, however, that since left and right eigenvectors are Liouville-adjoints, the contribution to the evolution |ρ(t)) of each mode of L is weighted by the overlap
(Eij |ρ0 ) of the mode with the initial state. The intuition is
thus: to “excite” a certain mode of evolution, prepare the
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher
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initial state ρ0 so as to resemble the targeted mode of the
actual system, similar to, e.g., plucking a string.
For the nonhermitian kernel W generating nonunitary
dynamics, the above intuitive physical interpretation of
the eigenmode expansion partially breaks down. Formally,
|ρ(t)) can still be expanded in the right eigenbasis, i.e.,
W |x) = −γx |x), as follows:
X
|ρ(t)) = eW t |ρ0 ) =
(x0 |ρ0 ) · e−γx t |x).
(8)
x

Each mode |x) decays with a nonnegative rate γx , i.e., it
is a possible “motion of the system” governed by a single time scale. To the same eigenvalue also belongs a left
eigenvector, (x0 |W = −γx (x0 |. The amplitude of mode
|x) in the full time evolution is determined by the overlap
of this corresponding left eigenvector (x0 | with the initial
state |ρ0 ). Importantly, the symbol x0 in Eq. (8) denotes
a different operator than x: the labels x, x0 only indicate
that they belong to the same eigenvalue −γx . The crucial
difference to closed systems 2 is that modes and amplitude
covectors are not anymore related by Liouville-space her†
mitian conjugation, (x0 | 6= [ |x) ] . To excite mode |x),
one should thus not compare the initial state with this targeted mode, but with “something else” denoted by x0 . In
other words, there seems to be no obvious physical and
universally applicable relation between the modes and the
amplitude covectors with which these modes enter the reduced dynamics, given an initial state. This is the key obstacle on the way to developing any systematic physical
intuition about the relaxation properties of open systems.
Mode-amplitude duality The surprising result of
Ref. [9] is that such a physical connection between modes
and amplitude covectors indeed turns out to exist for a
large class of fermionic systems. Namely, this applies to
systems that (i) evolve in time according to a Hamiltonian
of the form (2)-(4), (ii) contain noninteracting electronic
leads r that are initially uncorrelated with the subsystem,
and each in equilibrium (temperatures Tr , electrochemical
potentials µr ), and (iii) have tunneling frequencies
X
Γrlσ (ω) = 2π
δ(rnσ (k) − ω)|τrnlσ (k)|2 → Γrlσ
k,n

(9)
that are energy(ω)-independent (wideband limit). For these
systems, we have derived that the Born-Markov kernel in
Eq. (5) obeys
W † = −Γ − P W̄ P

,

W̄ = W (−H, {−µr }). (10)

This important result in a way generalizes the hermiticity
of evolution generators of closed systems, (iL)† = −iL,
to open systems. Namely, instead of simply equating W †
2

Similar to the closed-system case, the modes and amplitude
covectors are orthonormal, i.e., (x0P
|y) = δx,y , and decompose
the Liouville space identity as I = x |x)(x0 |.
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher

Figure 1 Mode-amplitude duality of relaxation dynamics:

(a) The duality (10) links the actual model of interest to a
dual model with inverted signs for all transition energies.
(b) Eq. (10) crosslinks the decay modes and the amplitude
covectors and their corresponding decay rates as indicated.
to −W , the right hand side of Eq. (10) introduces further
elements: (1) a shift
P given by the lumped sum of all bare
couplings, Γ =
rlσ Γrlσ > 0, (2) a superoperator P•
which multiplies a subsystem operator • from the left with
the fermion-parity operator, P = (−1)N • = eiπN • with
P
the subsystem number operator N = lσ d†lσ dlσ , and (3) a
dual kernel W̄ . This dual kernel is actually a physical kernel for a dual system, obtained from a given kernel W for
the actual system by performing a simple parameter transform: invert the sign of all energies, H → −H, and of all
electrochemical potentials, µr → −µr , for all leads r.This
duality transformation is sketched in Fig. 1(a). In the following, we will indicate all quantities relating to this dual
system – obtained by the same substitution – by an overbar,
e.g., H → H̄ := −H.
The duality (10) establishes a practical and physically
meaningful relation between modes and amplitude covectors of W . Given a mode |x) with rate γx , one finds
that (y 0 | = ((−1)N x̄| is an amplitude covector for a decay
rate γy :
W |x) = −γx |x) ⇒ (y 0 |W = −γy (y 0 |

(y 0 | = (x̄|P = ((−1)N x̄|

,

γy = Γ − γ̄x .

(11)

Likewise, the existence of an amplitude covector (x0 | dictates that |y) = |(−1)N x̄0 ) is a mode. The duality (10)
thus nontrivially crosslinks modes and amplitude covectors
to generally different eigenvalues, via the fermion-parity
(−1)N and the dual model specified by −H and {−µr }.
This is illustrated in Fig. 1(b). The remainder of this article
is dedicated to the implications of this crosslink, providing new, experimentally relevant ideas pertaining to singleelectron control, but also strongly simplifying calculations
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of the time-dependent reduced density operator |ρ(t)) and
observable currents.
2.2 Fermion-parity mode Even without referring to
a specific model, the duality relation provides two main insights into relaxation in open system dynamics. First, one
knows that as a mere consequence of probability conservation, any coupling kernel W has the zero left eigenvector
given by the unit trace, (1|W • = Tr [W •] = 0. Equation
(10) then immediately leads to the existence of what we
call the fermion-parity mode [11, 13, 14, 12, 9]:
W |(−1)N ) = −Γ |(−1)N ).

(12)

The corresponding fermion-parity rate equals the sum of
bare couplings Γ , and is hence robust to any parameter
change except for those affecting this sum. This is fundamentally interesting, since an experiment aimed at exposing this robustness, similar to the theoretical proposals
given in Refs. [11, 12, 9], could test the validity of our duality (10). Practically, this finding is important for any application that critically relies on the sensitivity of decay times
to external influences.
Another interesting property of the parity rate Γ which
follows from the generalized hermiticity relation (10) is
that it is the largest among all the rates γx entering the
decay mode expansion (8) of the reduced density operator [9, 25]. This represents an interesting contrast to systems in contact with a bosonic bath instead of a fermionic
one, such as for the dissipative two-state system weakly
coupling to photons [26]. For the latter setup, spontaneous
emission sets a lower bound on the relaxation rate that only
depends on the bare coupling strength, while increasing
temperatures can lead to an arbitrarily high photon number in the bath states which can also arbitrarily increase
the decay rate via absorption and stimulated emission. The
crucial difference to the fermionic setups considered here
is the Pauli principle: it limits both emission and absorption
of electrons by allowing only a single particle to tunnel to
or from each energetically accessible single-particle state.
This can cause a relaxation rate to approach zero, as shown
in Sec. 3.3, and instead sets an upper bound that is naturally given by the sum of all tunneling frequencies Γ .
Finally, the fact that this mode is given by the fermion
parity operator (−1)N has an important implication for
few-electron decay dynamics: given an open system with
M single-particle states (spin-orbitals), an expectation
value hxi(t) = (x|ρ(t)) of some operator x can only pick
up the contribution of |ρ(t)) that decays with the parity rate Γ if x is an M -particle observable3 . The parity
mode therefore becomes relevant for the transient decay
dynamics of exactly the type of systems that we are interested in – nanostructures emitting or transmitting more
than one electron. Relevant examples are, e.g., electron
pumps similar to those presented in Refs. [27, 6, 7]. For
3
The overlap (x|(−1)N ) can only be non-zero if x contains
a product of all M occupation-number operators.

strong confinement, only M = 2 spin-orbitals matter, and
the parity operator is essentially the two-particle interaction [cf. [Eq. (44)]]. Because one can “store” energy in
this interaction, this mode is of primary importance for
describing heat currents in quantum dots [9].
2.3 The dual model We now turn to the second main
insight offered by Eq. (10). From the known fact that the
kernel W has at least one left zero eigenvector (1|, it follows that there is also at least one zero right eigenvector
W |z) = 0. This is the stationary state or zero-mode of the
dynamics. As sketched in Fig. 1(b), the existence of |z) implies by the duality (11) that the amplitude with which the
parity mode |(−1)N ) enters the reduced density operator
|ρ(t)) is determined by the covector (z̄(−1)N |:
(z̄(−1)N |W = −Γ (z̄(−1)N |.

(13)

Here, z̄ denotes the stationary state operator of the dual
system: it is obtained from the stationary state z by inverting the signs of all local energies, H → −H, and of
all lead potentials, µr → −µr . This energy inversion can
be physically interpreted as a combination of a particlehole transform and, interestingly, a sign inversion of all
many-body interactions. This exemplifies how the duality
(10) generally relates modes and amplitude covectors of a
system with repulsive Coulomb repulsion to an effective
model governed by an attractive electron-electron interaction.
The fact that the operator z̄ is the stationary state of
a physical system has a crucial advantage: it implies that
the parameter-dependence of the amplitude with which the
parity mode enters |ρ(t)) can be understood from physical principles. For example, a consequence of the electronelectron attraction in the dual model is that it leads to pairing as long as the interaction strength is the dominant energy scale [28, 29]: the dual occupation (N |z̄) and parity
((−1)N |z̄) then tend to be even. Such insights will be illustrated in detail in the following.
3 Relaxation of a single-level quantum dot The
essence of a tunable nanosystem with strong Coulomb
interaction is captured by a single-level quantum dot
tunnel-coupled to two leads, sketched in the upper panel
in Fig. 2(a). A conceptually simple way to gain physical
insight into the time-dependent decay of such a system
is to apply a fast switch operation, and then to infer the
decay of the resulting nonstationary state by monitoring
the transport currents related to charge, spin and energy in
time. In addition to the previous analysis of the transient
currents given in Ref. [9], we here also account for two
leads in order to discuss the effect of a voltage bias on the
system’s transient behavior after the switch. Furthermore,
we include the effect of a magnetic field. After setting
up a model, we approach our task in two steps: we first
exploit the duality relation (10) to efficiently derive analytical expressions for the quantum state |ρ(t)). The form
of this result is more transparent than that obtained by any
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher
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Figure 2 Relaxation of a single-level quantum dot. The

energy level is denoted by , the interaction energy by U .
The dot is tunnel coupled to two leads with electrochemical potentials µL 6= µR . The occupations in the stationary mixed state |z) are illustrated in the upper panels for
(a)  + U < µ, (b)  + U/2 = µ and (c)  > µ. For each
case, the lower panel shows the corresponding situation in
the dual model, in which all energies are inverted.
straightforward computation. This allows us to discuss in
a second step how the time-dependent decay depends on
control parameters using a new set of physical arguments
based on the dual picture.
3.1 Model The Hamiltonian H tot of the total system
is of the general form (2)-(4). The open system consists of
a single orbital with spin; its dynamics is described by the
(Anderson) model Hamiltonian
H = N + BS + U N↑ N↓ .

(14)

The externally tunable level position  and magnetic field
B determine the single-particle energies σ =  + σB/2
with σ =↑, ↓= +, − via the total occupation N = N↑ +N↓
and the Zeeman term BS with the operator S = 21 (N↑ −
N↓ ) for the spin-component along the field. The Coulomb
interaction leads to an additional charging energy U in case
of double occupation. The operators Nσ = d†σ dσ contain
creation (d†σ ) and annihilation (dσ ) operators of dot electrons with spin σ.
The two noninteracting electronic leads to which the
dot couples are denoted by r = L, R. We define the mean
electrochemical potential µ := (µR + µL )/2 and the bias
V = µL − µR . Since we are interested in the effect of a
voltage bias, we assume equal temperatures TL = TR = T
for simplicity. The frequencies for tunneling processes between the dot and the leads are governed by the barrier
transparencies Γrσ , defined in Eq. (9). They are assumed
to be energy-independent (wideband limit). For later
P convenience,
we
also
introduce
partial
sums
Γ
=
r
σ Γrσ ,
P
Γσ = r ΓP
important
lumped
sum
of
all
courσ , and the
P
plings Γ = r Γr = σ Γσ featuring in the duality (10).
3.2 Relaxation properties and duality We now determine all relaxation properties of this specific quantumdot setup in response to a switch.
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher

Time-dependent state We consider the weak coupling regime, Γrσ  T , for which the time evolution of
the dot state |ρ(t)) is governed by the Born-Markov master equation (5). The explicit matrix for the kernel W for
the above model is written in App. A. The density operator
ρ0 prior to the instant change of a system parameter enters
the master equation as the initial condition: ρ(t = 0) = ρ0 .
[Its form needs to be specified only later on, cf. Eq. (27).]
In practice, this is realized by performing the switch operation fast on the scale of the typical tunneling times 1/Γ ,
giving the dot no time to adjust its state to the new parameters. Relative to the kernel W – set by the parameters after
the switch – the initial state ρ0 is thus nonstationary, resulting in decay of the form (8):

|ρ(t)) =|z) + (p0 |ρ0 ) · e−γp t |p)

+ (c̃0 |ρ0 ) · e−γc̃ t |c̃) + (s̃0 |ρ0 ) · e−γs̃ t |s̃). (15)

There are four modes since we solve the master equation
(5) in the subspace spanned by pure-state operators for zero
occupation |0) := |0ih0|, spin up/down |σ) := |σihσ|
with σ :=↑, ↓, and double occupation |2) := |2ih2|. The
unique [25] stationary state or zero mode of the kernel W is
denoted by |z) = limt→∞ |ρ(t)); the vectors |p), |c̃), |s̃)
and (p0 |, (c̃0 |, (s̃0 | are the decay eigenmodes and corresponding amplitude covectors to the decay rates γp , γc̃ , γs̃ .
In contrast to conventional “brute force” diagonalization, we here consider Eq. (15) just as an ansatz for the
form of the time-dependent dot state |ρ(t)), and see how
far we can construct it by the duality (10). Here, this duality takes the concrete form
W † (, B, U, µr ) = −Γ − PW (−, −B, −U, −µr )P.
(16)
As discussed after Eq. (12), this implies that the parity
mode must appear in Eq. (15), denoted by |p) := |(−1)N )
with rate γp := Γ = ΓL +ΓR . To construct the corresponding covector (p0 | = (z̄(−1)N | for its amplitude [Eq. (13)],
we first need to determine the non-equilibrium stationary
state |z) and then obtain the dual stationary state |z̄) by
inverting all energies. Using that |1), |N ), |S), |(−1)N )
form an orthogonal basis for the considered Liouville subspace, one can formally expand the mode vector as




1 + pz
Nz − 1
1 + pz
Nz − 1
|z) =
−
|0) +
+
|2)
4
2
4
2




1 − pz
1 − pz
+
+ Sz | ↑) +
− Sz | ↓).
(17)
4
4
This parameterizes the stationary state |z) in terms of its
average particle number Nz = (N |z), spin Sz = (S|z),
and fermion-parity pz = ((−1)N |z). (Contrary to usual
notation, the operator of the spin-component along the
magnetic field axis is labeled as S and not Sz ! In our case,
“Sz ” instead denotes the stationary expectation of S.) One
can explicitly determine these averages – and thus the stationary state z – in terms of Fermi functions by solving
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W |z) = 0 and (1|z) = 1, see App. A. However, much
of our discussion does not rely on these expressions: it suffices to understand the parameter dependence of these three
quantities which mostly follows from simple physical considerations.
The required dual state |z̄) can be expanded in the
same way, replacing in Eq. (17) all quantities with their
dual counterparts N̄z , S̄z and p̄z .4 Using the operatorcompleteness relation, (0| + (↑ | + (↓ | + (2| = (1|, and
(p0 |z) = 0, we find the parametrization
(p0 | = (z̄(−1)N |
2 − N̄z
N̄z
=
(∆0| +
(∆2| − 2S̄z (∆S|,
2
2

(18)

in terms of the deviations (∆X| := (X| − (X|z) · (1|
relative to stationary expectation values.
To determine the remaining two covectors (c̃0 |, (s̃0 | in
Eq. (15) we use that they must be orthogonal to the stationary state |z) and the parity mode |(−1)N ) that we have already found. This suggests to construct the amplitude covectors from the two linearly independent single-particle
observable operators, charge (N | and spin (S|, as these
fulfill (N |(−1)N ) = (S|(−1)N ) = 0 already by the argument given at the end of Sec. 2.2. Enforcing also orthogonality to |z), the exact amplitude covectors (c̃0 |, (s̃0 | are
then obtained explicitly as linear combinations of


(c0 | = (N | − Nz (1| , (s0 | = 2 (S| − Sz (1| . (19)
Given these, the duality (16) allows to conveniently construct the corresponding mode vectors |c̃), |s̃) by a linear
combination of the operators
h
i
†
1 0
1
(c̄ (−1)N | = (−1)N |N ) − N̄z |1)
2
2

1 0
N †
|s) := − (s̄ (−1) | = |S) + S̄z |(−1)N ), (20)
2
|c) :=

with the constant prefactors ±1/2 introduced to fix the normalization (c0 |c) = (s0 |s) = 1. The bras (19) and kets
(20) are the eigenvectors at zero magnetic field related to
charge (c) and spin (s) which were considered in Ref. [9].
In the present more general case, there is thus a mixing of
charge and spin decay modes which we will discuss further
in Sec. 3.4. This is reflected by the exact relaxation rates,
γc̃/s̃ = (1 − C) · γc/s + C · γs/c ,
q


c ∆γs
C := 12 1 − 1 + 4∆γ
.
(γ −γ )2
c

s

(21)
(22)

4
Their explicit expressions are obtained by inverting all energy
signs, which boils down to a simple rule of thumb: replace every
Fermi function f (E) = (eE + 1)−1 appearing in the expressions
for the stationary averages by f (−E) = 1 − f (E) to obtain the
corresponding dual quantity.

The rate mixing can be expressed through a single constant
C ∈ (0, 21 ) which depends on sums and differences
γc = γc↑ + γc↓ ,
∆γc = γc↑ − γc↓ ,

γs = γs↑ + γs↓
∆γs = γs↑ − γs↓

(23)

of charge and spin rates, cf. Refs. [30, 11]:
γcσ =

Γσ +
(f + fU−σ ),
2 σ

γsσ =

Γσ −
(f + fU+σ ). (24)
2 σ

±
Here fσ
:= fσ± (σ ) and fU±σ := fσ± (σ + U ) are
the spin-resolved electron (+) and hole (−) occupation
functions,
which are reservoir-weighted sums fσ± (E) =
P
±
±
r=L,R (Γrσ /Γσ )fr (E) of Fermi functions fr (E) =
f (±(E − µr )/T ). Remarkably, these explicit expressions
satisfy the relation

γc̃/s̃ (, B, U, µr ) = Γ − γc̃/s̃ (−, −B, −U, −µr ). (25)
This states that the corresponding decay rates are self-dual
with respect to Eq. (11). In accordance, the duality relates
modes and amplitudes as (c̃0 | ↔ |c̃) and (s̃0 | ↔ |s̃).
By exploiting the duality, we have completely determined the nonstationary time-dependent state (15)
with only minimal input, parameterizing it through the
stationary-state values of a few physical observables, Nz ,
pz , Sz and N̄z , p̄z , S̄z , through the rates γcσ , γsσ , and
through a single rate-mixing parameter C.
Time-dependent currents It is now straightforward
to describe how the quantum dot emits and absorbs charge,
spin and energy in time. For the Born-Markov limit, it was
derived in Ref. [13, 25] for spin-conserving tunneling that
the time-dependent current out of the system into lead r is
given by
Ixr (t) = −(x|Wr |ρ(t)),

(26)

r
taking x = N for the charge current IN
(t), x = S for the
r
spin current IS (t), and x = H, the Hamiltonian, for the
r
(t). The kernel
energy current IE
PWr that appears here is
the part of the full kernel W = r Wr that contains only
the rates for tunneling to lead r. Its eigenvalues and eigenvectors can thus be expressed in the same way as for W ,
replacing expressions such as Nz = (N |z) by reservoirspecific expressions Nzr := (N |zr ) with a subscript r.
The stationary state zr and averages over it are computed
as before, assuming, however, that the system is only coupled to lead r, i.e., f ± (x) → fr± (x). Note that the current
Ixr out of lead r into the quantum dot is the result of coupling to all leads [Eq. (26) depends on |ρ(t))], which is
indicated by using a superscript r.
3.3 Effect of finite bias We now analyze in detail the
effect of a finite bias, V = µL − µR 6= 0, on the relaxation
properties and the time-dependent currents that probe them
at zero magnetic field, B = 0.
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher
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Relaxation rates At zero field, B = 0, the relaxation rates are given by the fermion-parity rate γp = Γ ,
and
P the charge and spin relaxation rates (21), γc/s =
σ=↑↓ γcσ/sσ , since the eigenvectors (19)-(20) are not
mixed. In Fig. 3 we compare the dependence of these
rates on the final level position  for different bias voltages assuming symmetric couplings ΓL↑ = ΓL↓ = ΓR↑ =
ΓR↓ = Γ/4. We focus on understanding the values of the
plateaus in these plots, ignoring the temperature-smearing
at their transitions. When analyzing this -dependence we
highlight two aspects: (i) the magnitude of a certain decay
rate depends on the number of accessible decay channels
and (ii) different leads contribute independently, two spin
channels each.
The overall scale in Fig. 3 is set by the maximal rate
γp . It is robust against the application of any bias since
it is independent of , U, µr , T . This is caused by the fact
that all four decay channels contribute with equal, constant
weights causing all energy dependence to cancel out in γp .
P
+
In contrast, the charge rate γc =
rσ Γrσ [fr () +
−
fr ( + U )]/2 strongly depends on the energy level position but also on the bias. For V = 0, it equals Γ/2 for
 values for which the dot tends to be empty or doubly
occupied. In these regimes, the occupations N↑ and N↓
evolve independently on the time scales Γ↑ = Γ/2 and
Γ↓ = Γ/2. Thus, also the sum N = N↑ + N↓ decays
on a time scale γc = Γ/2. In the singly occupied regime,
Coulomb blockade occurs, so that an electron of spin σ
cannot tunnel into/out of the dot after an electron of opposite spin −σ has already tunneled in/out. In other words,
the particle number decay then coincides with the first tunneling process – from an either empty or doubly occupied
dot – in which all single-particle states are available for
transport. This causes the rate to approach [30] the maximal value γc ≈ Γ↑ + Γ↓ = Γ .
For fixed nonzero bias, the charge relaxation rate still
equals Γ/2 when the stationary occupation is zero (−µ >
V /2) or two ( − µ < −U − V /2). For the intermediate
-regimes, there are now two cases:
(i) For 0 < V < U , the singly-occupied state persists in a more narrow Coulomb-blockaded regime −(U −
V /2) <  − µ < −V /2. Here the enhancement of the
charge rate to γc = Γ can still be observed (dashed line in
Fig. 3). In an -window of width V , opened up on either
side of this regime, single-electron processes cause leftand right decay channels to differ. This results in an new intermediate value for the charge relaxation rate, γc = 3Γ/4
(shoulder of the dashed curve and also green dashed-dotted
curve).
(ii) For V > U , both transition energies can be in
the bias window, giving rise to a new regime for which
γc ≈ Γ/2 (green dashed-dotted line in Fig. 3). Once the
bias exceeds the charging energy, the Coulomb blockade is
lifted for any level position .
Finally, the spin rate γs in Fig. 3 (blue) behaves complementary to the charge rate γc , being suppressed relative
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher

Γ

γp

γc
Γ
2

γs
V=0
V = U/2
V = 2U

0
−U

−µ

0

Figure 3 Relaxation rates for the parity (γp , red), charge

(γc , green) and spin (γs , blue) respectively as a function
of the relative dot energy level  − µ for three bias values.
Parameters: U = 10T and Γrσ = Γ/4 for r =L,R and
σ =↑, ↓.
to Γ/2 when the latter is enhanced and vice-versa. When
charge can (not) decay into lead r through different spin
channels, average spin-flip processes are prohibited (possible) [30, 11]. Quantitatively, this is dictated by a sum rule
for these two rates in our model, γc + γs = Γ , found in
Ref. [13] and discussed below [Eq. (32)].
Time-dependent currents With the relaxation rates
at hand, we can now analyze the effect of the bias V on
the time-dependent currents (26) in response to a parameter switch (ρ0 6= z). In particular, we consider a switch in
which we abruptly change the level position from 0 to 
by the gate voltage. For the initial state |ρ0 ), we therefore
take the stationary state for level position 0 , keeping all
other parameters the same [i.e., ρ0 (0 ) = z(0 )]. Written
in the form (17), |ρ0 ) is specified by just two parameters,
N0 = (N |ρ0 ) and p0 = ((−1)N |ρ0 ) since we here assume a non-spinpolarized initial state. In this situation, the
only experimental probes are the charge and heat current.
The charge current out of the dot into lead r is proportional to the charge decay rate for lead r only, γcr :
h
i
r
IN
(t) = −(N |W |ρ(t)) = γcr (N |ρ(t)) − Nzr
h
i
= γcr (N0 − Nz ) · e−γc t − (Nzr − Nz ) . (27)
Apart from this, it is proportional to the time-dependent
excess occupation of the dot (N |ρ(t)) relative to Nzr =
(N |zr ), the stationary occupation that the dot would have
if it were coupled only to lead r. This deviation can be due
to either the parameter switch, the first term5 in Eq. (27)
5

Although we consider the current at a specific junction
r, this
P
term decays with the full charge decay rate γc = r γcr , since
this decay process can be accommodated by all leads. This becomes important for sufficiently large bias, see above.
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r
IQ
(t) = −(H − µr N |Wr |ρ(t))
(28)
h
i
 r
U
=  − µr +
2 − N̄zr IN
(t) + γpr U (p0r |ρ(t)).
2

The first part of the heat current (28) is thus directly proportional to the charge current and a characteristic energy. This energy (in square brackets) has a nontrivial parameter dependence which enters through the occupation
N̄zr = (N |z̄r ) in the stationary state z̄r achieved in the
dual system if it were only coupled to lead r [Eq. (26) ff.].
The second part of the heat current (28) due to the parity
mode is associated to the dissipation of the Coulomb interaction energy: it equals Γr U times the factor
(p0r |ρ(t))

0

= (p |ρ0 )e

−γp t

(29a)

1
+ (p0r |z) + (N0 − Nz ) N̄zr − N̄z e−γc t .
2
(29b)

The term (29a) is a purely time-dependent effect of the
switch, as it vanishes for ρ0 = z by orthogonality of W ’s
eigenvectors: (p0 |z) = 0. In the zero bias case V = 0,
this term is the only non-zero contribution to Eq. (29), as
z̄r → z̄ and thus (p0r |z) = (p0 |z) = 0 = N̄zr − N̄z . Hence,
it was argued [9] to make the heat current a convenient
observable to detect the fermion-parity rate γp .
For V 6= 0, the first additional term in (29b) gives a
time-independent, purely bias related effect, while the second yields an additional γc -decay term. Most important for
us is, however, that the γp -decay contribution in (29a) is
r
also modified by the bias, IQ
= arp e−γp t + . . . . In the
following, we investigate whether this bias-induced modification of the amplitude



1
1
arp = Γr U
N̄z − 1 (N0 − 1) + (p̄z + p0 ) (30)
2
4
alters or even spoils the previously proposed [9] detection
scheme of γp based on the heat current. The analysis of
this problem is again substantially simplified by the duality: since N0 , p0 depend on 0 in the same way as Nz and
pz depend on , we only need to consider the behavior of
the charge and the parity for the two stationary-state problems, namely for the actual system (Nz , pz ) and for the
dual system (N̄z , p̄z ).
6
V = 0 implies Wr ∝ W , giving |zr ) = |z) for eigenvalue
0 and |pr ) = |p) with different eigenvalues Γr and Γ .

2

Nz
N ()

[since N0 = Nz if ρ0 = z] or due the bias, the second term
[since Nzr = Nz if V = 0] 6 .
The heat current out of the system into lead r is of particular importance, since it is a multi-particle observable:
by the general arguments of Sec. 2.2, it is sensitive to the
fermion-parity mode [9, 25]. It is given by [9] the flow of
excess energy out of the dot relative to the electrochemical
potential µr of the receiving reservoir, with the final result:

9

V=0
V = U/2
V = 2U

1

0

N̄z
−U

−µ

0

Figure 4 Stationary occupation numbers of the actual

quantum dot, Nz (blue), and for the dual model with inverted energies, N̄z (red). Both are plotted a function of
the relative dot energy level  − µ for three bias values using the same conventions and parameters as in Fig. 3.

Stationary occupations Nz and N̄z In Fig. 4, we
compare Nz and N̄z as a function of the dot level  − µ.
We first discuss moderate bias voltages V . U . For the
actual model, as is well known, the stationary occupation
Nz shows step-wise changes only when crossing the two
Coulomb-resonances  − µr = 0, −U . In contrast, the
dual system is doubly occupied (empty) when the actual
dot model is empty (doubly occupied), as Fig. 2(a) and (c)
explain. While the actual dot can also be singly occupied,
the attractive interaction in the dual system prohibits this
for T  U : a singly-occupied, attractive quantum dot is
unstable since it immediately either attracts an additional
electron or emits an already present electron [28, 31, 29].
Characteristic of this “negative-U ” Coulomb blockade in
the dual system is that this holds for any level position  at
fixed V < U , i.e., even close to  − µr = 0, −U where
the Coulomb blockade in the actual model is already lifted
for V = 0. Hence, the dual occupation is either N̄z = 0
or N̄z = 2, with a sharp transition at the particle-hole
symmetric point  − µ = −U/2 typical for the attractive
model [28]. One should note that the value N̄z = 1 at this
transition is only due to statistical mixing of |0) and |2)
and not because |1) has any sizable weight, see Fig. 2(b).
It is only at large bias V > U that the Coulomb blockade in the dual system is lifted, so that the dual stationary state |z̄) can become a statistical mixtures of all four
states |0), | ↑), | ↓) and |2). This results in a plateau where
Nz = N̄z = 1 (red dashed-dotted line in Fig. 4): the stepwise change of N̄z is no longer located at a single point
but at two resonances. This bifurcation of the step positions of the dual occupation N̄z as a function of the bias
V is the tell-tale sign of a lifted Coulomb-blockade in the
dual model due to non-equilibrium transport processes.
Parity contribution to the heat current With these
dual physical pictures in mind, it is now possible to underCopyright line will be provided by the publisher
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γc̃/s̃ (˜
 − µ, B, V ) = γc̃/s̃ (−(˜
 − µ), −B, −V ),

(31)

which can be proven explicitly using Eq. (21) and Eq. (22).
Second, a general analysis of the Anderson model has
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher
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stand in detail the effect of the bias on the time-dependent
heat current after the switch, in particular the amplitude arp
of the fermion-parity mode [Eq. (30)]. In Fig. 5, we compare the amplitude for several bias voltages, plotted as a
function of the initial and final level of the switch 0 → .
For V = 0, the leftmost panel of Fig. 5, we find a result analogous to that for the single-lead case studied in
Ref. [9, 25]. It has the striking feature that the amplitude
as a function of the final level  shows only a step-wise
change at the electron-hole symmetry point, and not at the
expected Coulomb blockade resonances, as for the 0 dependence. This can be directly attributed to the attractive
dual system discussed above: all -dependence of arp enters
through dual-system quantities N̄z and p̄z , whereas the 0 dependence follows the behavior of the actual model, Nz
and pz .
An important conclusion of this work is that this behavior, and hence switch protocols suitable to detect the
parity rate, remain basically unaltered when a substantial
bias V . U is applied, as can be seen from the right panel
of Fig. 5. It is only for the case of large bias V > U , shown
in the central panel of Fig. 5, that the properties of the amplitude arp change drastically. Again, this is directly related
to the behavior of N̄z and Nz that we have analyzed in
Fig. 4. Now the features of arp as a function of 0 occur at
−V /2 − U (= −2U for V = 2U ), at −V /2, V /2 − U
and V /2. In contrast, the features of arp as a function of the
final level position can be found at 0 and −U . This reflects
the bifurcation of the -positions of the steps in N̄z . The
drastic change of the properties of the dual model due to
the lifted Coulomb blockade thus directly impacts the bias
dependence of the time-dependent heat current.
3.4 Finite magnetic field We conclude our study by
discussing the decay dynamics in the presence of both a
finite and possibly large magnetic field B in addition to
a finite bias voltage V . Also, the initial state ρ0 before
the switch is now allowed to be spin polarized, S0 :=
(S|ρ0 ) 6= 0.
Symmetry properties of decay rates We focus on
the exact decay rates γc̃ and γs̃ [Eq. (21)]. In Fig. 6(a), we
plot the dependence of these rates on the level position and
the magnetic field B. Before discussing how these rates
result from charge- and spin-mode mixing – requiring explicit computation – we note a number of striking symmetries of this result that are of more general nature.
First of all, the well-known particle-hole symmetry of
the system with respect to  − µ = −U/2 and B = 0
manifests itself in an invariance under a simultaneous inversion of the signs of the magnetic field B, the “centered”
level-position ˜ =  + U/2, and the bias V = µL − µR :

ǫ−µ

10

−U
−2U −U 0
ǫ0 − µ

U

r
Figure 5 Parity contribution to the heat current (IQ
=

arp e−Γ t + . . .). Color plot of the parity amplitude, arp in
units of Γr U as a function of the level position before
(0 − µ) and after ( − µ) the switch for three values of
the bias. Same parameters as in Fig. 3 and 4.
shown7 that all the relaxation rates appear in pairs, each
pair summing up to the parity rate,
γc̃ + γs̃ = γp = Γ

(32)

which is independent of ˜, B, U and the ratios of all rates
Γrσ . Clearly, the two surfaces plotted in Fig. 6(a) obey this
symmetry. There is, however, a third symmetry that is evident from Fig. 6(a), but was not noted before: for symmetric couplings to the leads, ΓLσ = ΓRσ , the rates are also
invariant when swapping the centered level-position ˜ and
its magnetic field shift B/2:
γc̃/s̃ (˜
 − µ, B/2, V ) = γc̃/s̃ (B/2, ˜ − µ, V ).

(33)

This relation is a nontrivial consequence of our general duality (10), the sum rule (32), and a known duality for the
Anderson model due to Iche [15, 29, 32].
We stress that the duality of Iche is not equivalent to
our duality (16), even though both involve a sign-inversion
of energies, (, B, U ) → (−, −B, −U ). There are several
reasons for this – see App. B – but it is demonstrated most
clearly by the fact that the composition of the two duality
transformations is not the identity, and instead gives a new
nontrivial duality: in App. B we find for the Born-Markov
7
It follows from Eqs. 134,140,155 and 232 of Ref. [13] (see
also Eq. 112a of Ref. [14]) taken in the linear order in Γrσ .
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kernel with symmetric couplings ΓLσ = ΓRσ that
W † (˜
 −µ, B/2, U, µr ) = −Γ − P̃W (B/2, ˜−µ, U, µr )P̃.
(34)
This swaps the role of the gate-voltage (˜
 −µ) and the magnetic field (B/2), without affecting the bias. The superoperator P̃ appearing here is a combination of the parity superoperator P in our duality (16) and a further transformation given in App. B. This establishes a crosslink between
the charge and spin decay rates,
γc̃/s̃ (˜
 − µ, B/2, U, µr ) = Γ − γs̃/c̃ (B/2, ˜ − µ, U, µr ),
(35)
whereas our relation (25) expresses a self -duality of the
decay rates. Together with the sum rule (32), this implies
the new symmetry (33). The duality (34) constitutes a new
aspect relative to previous works [15, 29, 32] by combining
two nontrivial dualities and by extending the analysis to the
relaxation dynamics.
The new symmetry (33) in the parameter dependence
of the relaxation properties of a single-level quantum dot
has some interesting, practical consequences. If experimentally magnetic fields B ∼ U can be achieved, then
mapping out the full (B, ˜) dependence on the scale U
to verify Eq. (33) would constitute a stringent experimental test of the duality relation discussed in this article. On
the other hand, whenever our model applies and such high
fields are hard to maintain or control experimentally, then
the symmetry (33) allows to obtain information about relaxation at high magnetic fields by studying the decay rates
for small field B  U and large centered level position
˜ ∼ U . Tuning ˜ by a gate voltage is typically possible
over much larger energy ranges than for B.
Mixing of charge- and spin-decay modes We now
analyze in more detail how the exact rates γc̃ and γs̃ arise.
Compared to the zero-field relaxation, the magnetic field
introduces a qualitatively new feature by coupling the dynamics of the average dot spin and charge, as mentioned
after Eq. (21). Also in this case, the intuition what modemixing entails in open systems is quite different from that
in closed systems where the magnetic field only mixes spin
states. To clarify this, we consider spin-independent tunneling, Γr↑ = Γr↓ = Γr /2, and write the exact relaxation
rates (21) as
γc̃/s̃ = cos2 (Θ/2) · γc/s + sin2 (Θ/2) · γs/c ,
with the corresponding amplitude covectors
!
!
!
(c̃0 |
cos(Θ/2) sin(Θ/2)
(c0 |
=
·
.
(s0 |
(s̃0 |
sin(Θ/2) cos(Θ/2)

(36)

(37)

By duality, there is a corresponding formula for the mixing
of |c), |s) to form the exact modes |c̃) and |s̃). Although
the matrix in Eq. (37) does not represent a rotation, we
denote Θ ∈ (−π/2, π/2) as the “angle” quantifying the
mode-mixing, defined by sin(Θ) := 2∆γs /(γc − γs ) =

γc̃ (˜
 −µ, B/2)
γc̃ (B/2, ˜−µ)
γs̃ (˜
 −µ, B/2)
γs̃ (B/2, ˜−µ)

(a)

Γ

Γ
2

−U

˜ − µ

0

0
U

2U
B

−2U

(b)

1.0
2U
sin(Θ)

0.5

B 0

0
−0.5

−2U
−U

0
ǫ̃ − µ

U

−1

Figure 6 Finite magnetic field: (a) Charge- (γc̃ , blue

and green) and spin-relaxation (γs̃ , red and yellow) rate
as a function of centered level ˜ and magnetic field
B. In the (˜
, B) plane contour lines are drawn for
γc̃ = 0.6Γ, 0.7Γ, 0.8Γ, 0.9Γ . (b) Mode-mixing coefficient
sin(Θ) in the currents [Eq. (38)] as a function of ˜ and B.
In both (a) and (b), the bias is fixed at V = U/2. All other
parameters are the same as in Figs. 3-5.

2∆γc /(γs − γc ). In the case of spin-independent tunneling, the single parameter Θ entirely captures the modemixing. Physically, it quantifies to which extent the transient average charge and spin currents decay independently. The interdependence of these currents generally
stems from the fact that they are determined by the occupation probabilities of all states, which have both charge
and spin quantum numbers. 8 For example, the total transient charge and spin currents flowing out of the dot are a
mixture of the instantaneous deviations from the stationary
value [Eq. (18)] of the charge, ∆N (t) = (c0 |ρ(t)), and the

8

Only for B = 0, one can use conservation laws to effectively
“average” over the spin-quantum numbers and explicitly decouple the charge and spin dynamics, as shown in Ref. [9].
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher
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spin, ∆S(t) = 21 (s0 |ρ(t)) [cf. Eq. (19)]:
IN (t) = γc ∆N (t) + sin(Θ) · (γc − γs ) · ∆S(t),

IS (t) = γs ∆S(t) + sin(Θ) · (γs − γc ) 14 · ∆N (t). (38)

For B = 0, one finds the angle Θ = 0, and for U = 0, we
have γc = γs , so that in both cases, Eq. (38) predicts charge
and spin to decay independently with equal rate. For spinindependent tunneling, the charge- and spin-mode mixing
is thus intimately related to the simultaneous presence of
a magnetic field and strong Coulomb correlations. In this
case, the mixing angle can approach its extremal values
Θ → ±π/2 while γc 6= γs . This happens whenever |B|
and ˜ − µ are such that the decay of the occupation of only
one spin state σ is independent of the presence of another
electron, whereas the occupation with an opposite spin −σ
does depend on whether there is a second electron or not. 9
In Fig. 6(b), we plot the mode-mixing coefficient
sin(Θ) in Eq. (38) as a function of the centered level position ˜ =  + U/2 and the magnetic field B. As discussed,
spin and charge always relax independently on the line
B = 0 in Fig. 6(b) where Θ = 0. This can also be considered a result of full SU(2) symmetry of spin-rotations [9],
dictating the spin to decouple from the rest. However,
in Fig. 6(b), this also happens on the line ˜ − µ = 0
( − µ = −U/2). This can be considered a result of full
SU(2) symmetry of charge-rotations [13] (particle-hole
symmetry), which dictates the charge to decouple from the
rest. This is accounted for by the third, new symmetry (33)
which essentially trades the gate voltage ∼ ˜ − µ coupling
to charge for the magnetic field B coupling to spin. However, Fig. 6(b) mainly consists of red and blue regions in
which Θ → |π/2|, indicating that for σΘ > 0, only the
spin σ occupation relaxes independently. Indeed, here both
transition energies σ −µ and σ −µ+U of at least the spin
value σ fall outside the bias window. Interestingly, there
are also well-defined narrow regimes (green/light blue) in
which there is partial mode mixing, i.e., Θ ∼ |π/4|. This
indicates that one spin occupation is independent of the
other spin occupation only with respect to one of the two
leads.
4 Outlook We have reviewed and extended the application of the new duality relation (10) that offers deep insight into the relaxation dynamics of quantum dots. Since
several studies [11, 13, 14, 12, 9, 25] – including the present
one – have established the importance of this unexplored
fundamental aspect of relaxation properties of quantum dot
systems, we believe that targeted experimental studies are
9

More precisely, given σB > 0 with σ =↑, ↓= +, − and
Θ → σπ/2, only the spin σ occupation does in general decouple
and decay at a single rate, ∆Nσ (t) ∝ e−(Γ/2)t . This can be seen
by taking the limit Θ → π/2 in Eq. (36) and Eq. (37), realizing
that the latter predicts √12 [(c0 |+σ(s0 |] ∼ (∆Nσ | to become a left
eigenvector. The other spin occupation N−σ does not correspond
to a decay eigenmode, but to a nontrivial many-body excitation.
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher

now warranted. The applicability of these ideas to general
classes of open electronic quantum systems allows several
directions along which the experimental consequences can
be worked out further. For example, while the concrete use
of the duality has so far relied on the validity of the interacting single-orbital description, which is often good, the
general physical insights we have gained should have similar implications for multi-level models, and should thus be
analyzed by, e.g., extending Ref. [12]. Another simplification concerns the wide-band limit that we assumed. This is
addressed in a forthcoming work [33] which demonstrates
that even for strongly energy-dependent barrier transparencies, the duality has clear and practically useful consequences similar to those demonstrated here. Finally, we
have combined our duality with the known Iche-duality
to obtain a new symmetry of the parameter dependence
of the relaxation rates. It is fundamentally interesting how
this can be extended to more complex quantum dot systems
along the above indicated lines.
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A Kernel W and stationary expectation values
The kernel W for the single-level quantum dot Hamiltonian (14) can be represented by the matrix
 P

−
−
−
Γ↑ f↑
Γ↓ f↓
0
 column P

Γ f + −
0 Γ↓ fU−↓ 
 ↑ ↑



column
P
(39)
W =
,
+
Γ↓ f↓
0
−
Γ↑ fU−↑ 


column
P 

0 Γ↓ fU+↓ Γ↑ fU+↑ −
column

in the Liouville-space basis |0), | P
↑), | ↓) and |2) defined
in the main text after Eq. (15). By column , we indicate the
sum over the other elements present in the same column,
thereby guaranteeing probability conservation: (1|W = 0.
The stationary state |z) is determined by solving
W |z) = 0 together with (1|z) = 1. By Eq. (17), it
can be parametrized by Nz , pz and Sz , which all involve
the expression



+
−
A−1 = f↑
+ fU−↑ f↓
+ fU+↓



−
+
+ f↑
+ fU+↑ f↓
+ fU−↓
(40)
containing the Fermi functions defined below Eq. (24). The
stationary particle number Nz = (N |z) is then explicitly
given by
h 


i
+
−
+
−
Nz = 2A f↑
fU+↓ + f↓
+ f↓
fU+↑ + f↑
, (41)
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Similarly, the stationary spin Sz = (S|z) is found to be


+ −
+ −
Sz = 2A f↑
fU ↓ − f↓
fU ↑ ,
(42)
and the stationary fermion-parity pz = ((−1)N |z) reads
pz =



2A h
−
+ +
− −
Γ↓ f↓
+ Γ↑ fU+↑ f↑
fU ↓ + f↑
fU ↓
Γ



−
+ +
− −
+ Γ↑ f↑
+ Γ↓ fU+↓ f↓
fU ↑ + f↓
fU ↑



+ −
− +
− Γ↑ fU−↑ + Γ↓ fU−↓ f↑
f↓ + f↑
f↓


i
+
+
− Γ↑ f↑
+ Γ↓ f↓
fU+↑ fU−↓ + fU−↑ fU+↓ . (43)

B Iche’s duality [Eq. (34)]: derivation and comparison
Iche’s duality mapping. To derive Eq. (34), we first

rewrite the dot Hamiltonian (14) using (−1)N = 1−2N +
4N↑ N↓ and ˜ :=  + U/2 following [13]. Dropping a constant, we find
U
H = ˜(N − 1) + BS + (−1)N .
4

(44)

Important for the following is that the first and second term
are operators constructed from even [N − 1 = |2) − |0)]
and odd particle number states [S = 21 [| ↑) − | ↓)]], respectively, see the definitions after Eq. (15).
For the construction of a dual model in which all energy signs are inverted, the third term presents, however,
a fundamental problem: a unitary operator acting only on
the quantum dot that inverts all the energy signs in Eq. (44)
cannot be built from physical observables. The reason is
that any observable operator must be of bosonic type – i.e.,
consisting only of even products of fields – in order to obey
the univalence postulate of quantum mechanics [34]. By
this fermion-parity superselection principle, any observable (or mixed-state) operator must commute with the operator (−1)N . No unitary built from such operators can
thus change the sign of the third term on the right hand
side of Eq. (44).
A transformation that inverts all signs must thus be of
fermionic type, i.e., consisting only of products of an odd
number of the field operators. For our quantum dot model,
the simplest example of a fermionic operator that does this
is [15, 29] the Majorana fermion operator
a↑ =

i(d†↑

− d↑ ).

(45)

Indeed, one can check that up to an irrelevant constant,
a↑ H(˜
, B/2, U )a↑ = H(−B/2, −˜
, −U ).

(46)

Clearly, to achieve this, the operator a↑ must explicitly violate univalence: it maps the even parity subspace, spanned
by |0) and |2), to the odd-parity subspace, spanned by | ↑),
| ↓) and vice versa. This thus necessitates the interchange

of the role of B and ˜ (apart from sign changes) on the right
hand side of Eq. (46).
Transformation (46) applied to H tun changes the form
of the coupling. To restore it to the form of a tunnel Hamiltonian, one needs to apply a unitary to the leads as well,
given by Koch et. al. [32]:
π X h
i
Ξ = exp
c†rk↑ c†−r−k↑ − c−r−k↑ crk↑ , (47)
2
k

together with the parameter substitution operator Υ :
trk↑ → rt∗−r−k↑ , where r =L, R= +, −. Taken together,
the unitary transformation Ω = a↑ ΞΥ now maps the full
model (2) with H given by Eq. (44) onto a model with the
e lead = H lead but with a modsame reservoir Hamiltonian H
e , B/2, U ) = H(−B/2, −˜
ified quantum dot, H(˜
, −U ),
and tunnel coupling
X
e tun =
H
τ̃rkσ c†rkσ dσ + H.c.,
(48)
r,k,σ
∗
where τ̃rkσ = rτ−r−kσ
, σ =↑, and τ̃rkσ = τrkσ , σ =↓.
The mapping is essentially the one of Ref. [32], except that
we here used a↑ instead of a↓ .
Difference to our duality (16). A key difference
highlighted in our derivation of Iche’s transformation is
that it purposely breaks univalence locally whereas our
duality respects it [9]. Furthermore, the above mapping
requires perfectly symmetric bands [29], r−kσ = −rkσ ,
(which is implied by our wide-band limit) and a symmetric
bias µr = −µ−r (which we also assume). Moreover, it has
no formulation independent of the number of the reservoirs.10 This makes the applicability of Iche’s duality [32]
more restricted as compared to our duality (10). However,
for the case of two symmetrically biased wide-band leads
that we consider in the present paper, it turns out to be
advantageous to combine these two dualities to obtain the
new, nontrivial relation (34).
Iche’s duality for time evolution kernels. Deriving
the time evolution kernels along the lines of Ref. [23, 13,
14], the above mapping yields a duality relation that does
not involve the hermitian-adjoint. Introducing the Laplace
frequency z, we obtain

f (z) A↑ Y.
W (z) = Y A↑ W

(49)

Here, W (z) = W (z, ˜, B/2, U, µr ) is the kernel for the
f (z) := W (z, −B/2, −˜
actual model and W
, −U, µr ) is
the kernel for the Iche-dual system. Furthermore, A↑ • =
a↑ • a↑ is a superoperator generated by the Majorana field
10
For example, for the case of an odd number of the reservoirs
attached, the dual model reservoirs would also acquire magnetization: e.g., a single reservoir with a spin-degenerate quantum dot
level will map to a model where the transition energies for spin ↑
and ↓ are different, i.e., there is an internal magnetization of the
e lead .
reservoirs in the dual model H
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operator. Finally, Y denotes the parameter substitution generated by Υ which simply swaps the tunnel rates of the two
leads, Y : Γr↑ → Γ−r↑ , and can be omitted in the case
of symmetric coupling. Taking [9] the Born-Markov limit
[z = iη → i0 together with Γ → 0, cf. Eq. (5)] and
substituting the result into Eq. (10), we find Eq. (34) of
e = iYMA↑ P. The factor i compenthe main text with P
sates the anticommutation sign of the superoperators A↑
and P. Finally, the parameter substitution M: µr → −µr
also inverts the bias. Note that for the case of symmetric
couplings considered in the main text, this bias inversion
does not change the decay rates, and can thus be dropped
to arrive at the final symmetry relation Eq. (33).
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